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Pretty Run is an application allowing you to find and quickly launch anything from your computer or the Internet. The main window (even in portable version) is easy to use and just as quick. Find and
launch anything! The application uses its own unique functionality to perform a comprehensive, intelligent, quick search. It will identify and suggest possible matches, then displays them in the search
field, where you can just type whatever you need. More than just a search field! After conducting a search, an almost unlimited number of results is provided. They are categorized by type so that you
can easily find the exact thing you are looking for. Moreover, a built in search engine like Google provides search functionality. On the internet, the feature is powered by many different search engines
and Internet portals. The application offers categories for each of them. From these, you are able to customize what to show and what not, and to organize your results by relevance. In addition to the
search field, an integrated hotkey allows you to bring up the main window and start the search instantly. Import/Export The application supports import/export for all supported formats. You can either
choose to import previously saved searches, or to automatically create a portable version of the application in a single file. Use the Portable version while on the go! To make it even quicker, the
application includes a small portable version of the application in which you can find and quickly launch anything. Not an additional application, but just the application itself in a smaller size. You are also
able to execute it in silent mode. Advanced search options, portable versions, filters and more! Get your hands on the application right away and show it to your friends! You are able to make very
precise changes in the application like filter, location and more. For the more advanced users, you can define your own custom search combinations as well as add the to the list of presets. License: This
application is licensed for non-commercial use only. For non-commercial use, this product is shareware, which means you need to register it on our website and download a registration key to have the
full functionality of the application. The price is 59.99 $ without any additional fees. Pretty Run Registration Key: Pretty Run Registration Key is an unique code, which is able to unlock many of the key
features of the application. It is available for download in the registration section. How to uninstall Pretty Run: To uninstall Pretty Run, follow these instructions
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As the name suggests, Pretty Run offers a charming, graphical user interface to look through anything on your PC or the Internet. Similar to modern search engines, Pretty Run provides a simple and
intuitive interface to search through the data on your PC or the web. It is easy to use and quick to access from both the Windows taskbar or your favorite web page. What Makes Pretty Run Different? The
"Pretty Run" intuitive UI design and end-user friendly appeal makes finding anything quick, easy and fun. W- I- T- H- O Pretty Run is a cross platform application, which means it supports both Windows
and Mac operating systems. The search results are automatically displayed in a list. You just need to click or double click on the desired items to bring up the selected file/url. Features: · Search both the
local and internet for any kind of files · Search all types of files, ranging from text files to videos and music · Visual previews for all types of files · Search for files only · Drag and drop to insert or move
items between the folders · Sort, filter and organize files · Multi-thread search · Open browser directly from Pretty Run · Open file browser directly from Pretty Run · Search in images · Search by extension
(eg..txt,.rar, etc.) · Search across several network drives · Drag and drop to create virtual folders · Full compatibility with Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10, XP · Can search the internet for the entire web · Search
Wikipedia · Search any web page · Search for videos, music, photos · Instantly search for Wikipedia articles, Wikipedia feeds, blogs · Search locally · Search for file contents (eg. contents of a video) ·
Search for file contents (any kind of) · Search for MP3 contents · Search for a PDF · Find local files with the name that match a search string · Show hidden files and folders · Display the file size and other
important details of the file · Change the file association · Find unknown icons · Search for the image you are viewing · Find bookmarks and Favorites · Search your pictures (saved on your computer) ·
Open a webpage right in Pretty Run · Save Google searches · Look for a word or phrase on Google or Wikipedia · Google search · Wikipedia search · YouTube search · Facebook search · IM aa67ecbc25
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Find anything you type in the pretty Run main window - Easily keep track of your favorite applications, pages or document you are working on. Search the Internet and your computer Pretty Run uses the
most popular free search engines and shows you where you can find them on your computer. The list is searchable and sorted by category (as are the results) and you have the option to show or hide
search items. - Type in the text field of your main window to quickly find the application, web page or document you wish to search for. - View the search results in the pretty Run main window for all
applications, web pages or documents you find. Automatically run your files Pretty Run includes the ability to have most files automatically run without having to launch the application or double click the
file itself. Quick Launch Pretty Run has a quick launch feature. While the application is running, simply launch a file from your quick launch with hotkey combos or custom button shortcuts. Portable Pretty
Run Pretty Run can be customized to a portable version so you can take it with you anywhere. A customized portable version will show up in your portable applications list. Advanced Pretty Run Advanced
Pretty Run The application includes a complex, customizable options menu which gives you more control over the search and filter options. It allows you to: - Customize which search engines to use. Run local files, such as executable files, on demand. - Run applications from the Internet on demand. - Filter the list of results by filer, distance, text, size, type, etc. - Print the results from your main
window. - Make the pretty Run main window stay on top while running. - Enable the pretty Run main window to run automatically when another application opens (as a popup) - Disable the pretty Run
main window to stay on top while running. - Enable to run the pretty Run main window on demand. - Disable to run the pretty Run main window on demand. With the new Remote Desktop Connection
Manager 6.0, it is possible to create and access a Windows XP desktop that is run by a server (or Windows 2000/2003 server) from any other computer in the network. You can gain access to the server
even if you are physically located on another computer. With Remote Desktop Connection Manager you can: Control all Remote Desktop sessions from the web Set automatic windows/docking Select the
Accessibility mode
What's New In?

Pretty Run is a free, lightweight and customizable search engine, which helps you find and launch any desired application or website in a matter of seconds. The application manages to carry out its tasks
swiftly and seamlessly, making it an incredibly easy tool for both novices and experts. Much like the name suggests, Pretty Run offers you a slick, modern and very elegant user experience, making it a
breeze to use. This is particularly true, when you combine it with several of the most commonly used options. Pretty Run has options to search your computer for specified files, and also for a selection of
Internet search engines, categorized by engine and search provider. You can also choose to hide your search results, filter the display, as well as use it to search Google and your favorite entertainment
websites. Additionally, Pretty Run allows you to search for multiple different locations, very quickly. To do so, simply specify where you want the search result to be brought up, either on your computer or
the Internet. Search the Internet and your computer In a matter of seconds, anything you specify in the given field is displayed in a list with results categorized by type. Furthermore, several of the most
commonly used search engines and entertainment web pages provide extended options, given you have an active Internet connection. Bringing up the options menu gives you access to several
customization options to enhance searching possibilities. You are able to carefully manage places in which the application looks for your desired items, both from the computer and Internet. Moreover,
filter options are available and you can choose to either show or hide specific elements. For an even greater flexibility, from the “Advanced” tab you are given the possibility to generate a portable
version of the application in a specified directory which you can use while on the go. In conclusion To sum it up, Pretty Run is a practical tool you can use to quickly find and run anything from your
computer or over the Internet. Integrated hotkey support make it pop up only when needed, and the light, user friendly interface gets you up and running in no time. Tips Markup and images cannot be
edited, deleted, or given different attributes. If you know the markup or image code for the image, you can edit it. If you don't know the markup or image code for the image, you cannot make any
changes to it. This is a clean and light application that is easy to use. The application brings up what you search for when you hit the hotkey or
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System Requirements For Pretty Run:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 or AMD equivalent (dual core) Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 11 compliant graphics card with 1 GB of video RAM DirectX: Version
11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 5 GB available space Additional Notes: Windows 10 must be activated and updated. You may download the version of Windows 10 you have
activated through Windows Update (
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